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“Soil is our foundation.”

Soil is the foundation to a healthy garden.
It houses networks of relationships whose
balance can sustain ecological communities
or create stagnancy with lack. It can
help cradle plants’ roots or crush them
with its weight, stunting their capacity
for growth. Soil is also our foundation.
From soil comes the life that feeds us, a
relationship so vital that we define who we
are by the soil we exist on. “Where are you
from?” asks about the experience of living
in relation to a particular piece of the
earth. Like gardens, our own histories and
identities require routine rebalancing for
a healthy social ecology.
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What is your
foundation?

Soil Traces

This curriculum is designed to guide the
reader through reflection to explore their
own social ecology. How have historical
processes like colonialism created
disequilibrium in our foundations? How
can we move forward with intentional
recalibration?
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As we learn about soil ecology with our feet on
Indiana soil, we give recognition and sincere thanks
to the Native stewards of this land: The Miami,
Delaware, Potawotami, and Shawnee people. It is
their care for this space that shaped the forests we
see today.

Learn more:

WHAT IS YOUR FOUNDATION?
READ A PROFILE FROM COLOR OF FOOD or BENJAMIN BANNEKER

What is the story of your land where you live? Do you live on the land
of your ancestors?

Understand the relationship between soil health, indigenous
relationships to land, and colonialism.

READINGS:

How many generations have lived there?

Describe an outdoor space you enjoy. Have you ever noticed the soil?

Or at this link: rb.gy/y2zacl
Prepared by Lauren McCalister
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Adapted from Farming While Black Ch. 5, Feeding
the soil*

Prepared by Keitlyn Alcantara
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Repeat for each area:
1)
Grab a handful of soil.
2)
Observe. Is it dry? Is it damp? Does it
hold moisture easily? What does it smell
like? Roll it between your fingers and pay
close attention to the texture of the soil.
Does it hold together tidily in a ball?
Does it smear? Does it crumble? What color
is it? Does it make any sound when you roll
it between your fingers?
3)
Using your observations, how do you think
this soil would do for growing crops? Why?
Which of the three would be best? What
changes (amendments) might be needed?

*refer to READINGS

“It’s not just the land that is broken, but more
importantly, our relationship to land.”
Robin Wall Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass

In the 1500s and 1600s, colonialism resulted in
a dramatic restructuring of relationships to land.
Settlers left their familiar European soil in search
of wealth across the other continents of the world.
This violent search included Indigenous removal,
starvation, genocide, and intentional destruction
of local landscapes and ecologies through farming
practices that depleted the soil for financial gain.
Much of the soil we see today carries the history
of years of mismanagement. Yet, by turning to
Indigenous knowledge holders globally, who still
carry stories of relationships of reciprocity, we can
create a future that centers balance.
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USE YOUR SENSES TO IDENTIFY

CHARACTARISTICS OF HEALTHY SOIL
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Soil Hand painting
1) Collect soil from different areas in the
garden in different jars
2) Add water to the jars and shake
3) Observe & document the soil description
(soil color)
4) Let the soil settle in the jar
5) Pour excess water out of the jar
6) Gather paper and pencil
7) Cover a hand with soil paint and press
into paper
8) Repeat thin to thick layers of soil paint
9) Identify soil color and compare to chart

HANDPRINT 1:

HANDPRINT 2:

HANDPRINT 3:

“The Earth is layer upon layer of all that has
existed, remembered by the dirt”
Emergent Strategy p. 34

As we look to balance our relationships with the
land, we can turn to the very soil to tell us about
its history by looking at its stratigraphy, or layers of
time. Each layer tells a story about climate, activity,
and use. What stories can you see?

soillayers in
a garden bed
2 ft.

WARMED UP AND IS NOT DRY, DIG A TRENCH THAT

EARLY IN THE GROWING SEASON WHEN SOIL HAS

		

					IS 2 FT. BY 2 FT. WIDE BY 1 FT. DEEP (2x2x1)

2 ft.

Prepared by Olga Kalentzidou

2 ft.

A SOIL PROFILE
USUALLY INCLUDES THE

1 ft.
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FOLLOWING LAYERS:

:

Horizon 0: Organic
surface layer

1) Try not to disturb the

Horizon A: Surface
soil - this is where
most agricultural
activity takes place

2) Prepare the trench area by

Horizon B: Subsoil
- this is what
supports surface
soil and where most
societies build
their cultural lives

surrounding soil, so choose a
side on the garden bed that is
open to a pathway and maybe in a
corner.

staking it with tape to create a
square.

3) Have a sharp straight shovel

ready to use.
Also have a trowel ready to use.

4) Start cutting into all sides
of your square straight

5) Reserve the dirt that you have
removed in a wheelbarrow (we
will put some of it back after
our exercise is completed)

6) Once you have created a trench
(i.e. a uniform size with four
smooth sides), Observe the
strata (layers) of soil.

Horizon C: Substratum
- consists of
unweathered or
poorly weathered
rocks
Horizon R: Bedrock
- nothing grows
here! You have hit
rock-bottom!

from natural to cultural
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Draw the soil profile you observed in your trench.
Describe the color(s) in each layer including any
signs of life (worms, insects, roots, etc.)
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Take note of any observations or thoughts

What is your impact in the world? You may feel
invisible, or small, or maybe you feel confident and
powerful. Wherever you fall, your actions leave a
mark on the world just like all the living beings in
the soil around us.

What kind of mark do you want to leave behind?
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Find a patch of dirt
in the garden where
you walk without
disturbing any
growing plants.

Movement Trace 1:

Movement Trace 3:

Movement Trace 2:

In the space below,
write down three
different movement
traces.
Include as much
detail as possible
when describing the
types of movements
that generated these
marks in the soil.

Take a moment to
observe the soil to
look for traces of
movement that have
been left behind. Do
you see snail trails?
An animal print? A
chipmunk tunnel?
A mark left by a
rolling rock?

Prepared by Dana Vanderburgh

THINK ABOUT HOW YOU CAN RECREATE THESE
SAME MARKS IN THE DIRT USING WHATEVER YOU
CAN FIND.
(If you observed a snail trail, how
could you make the same type of mark? What
would be the best tool to help you make a
similar mark; a twig, a leaf, a blade of
grass, your finger?)

ONCE YOU’VE DRAWN OUT YOUR MARKS IN THE SOIL
GO BACK AND DRAW THOSE SAME PATTERNS HERE:

NOW, WITH YOUR BODY, TRY TO ACT OUT THE
TYPES OF MOVEMENTS THAT LEFT THE MARKS YOU
OBSERVED AND RECREATED. FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU
SAW A LINE LEFT BY A WORM, HOW DID THEY MOVE
ON THE GROUND? CAN YOU MOVE LIKE THAT?
It’s okay to look silly as you recreate
these movements! Just let yourself have fun
and explore the different ways your body can
move.

HERE ARE SOME SUGGESTIONS ON WAYS TO MAKE
DIFFERENT MARKS:
-Make a mark with your hand or your foot
pressing on the ground as lightly as you can.
-Make a mark with the same hand/foot to press
the soil
down as hard as you can
-What marks emerge when you scratch and loosen the soil
with your hand or foot
-Make a mark using only your toes/fingers

What does each mark look like shape, quality
of line, size etc.?
How does each mark impact the soil?
Does it compact the soil or loosen it?
Does it cover other marks?
Does it disturb other things in the soil
When would a human leave this kind of mark?

After you’ve tried using your own body to
recreate the marks and movements you observed
in the soil, think about the marks that YOU
make as a being sharing a common ground with
all other beings.
IN THE SAME PATCH OF SOIL, EXPLORE HOW YOUR
BODY CAN LEAVE DIFFERENT MARKS!

-Make a mark using your whole foot/hand
-Make a mark using bare feet/hands
-Make a mark wearing your shoes/gloves
THINK ABOUT OTHER WAYS YOU CAN MAKE MARKS!

NOW, DRAW YOUR FAVORITE TWO MARKS BELOW AND
SHARE/WRITE WHY THEY ARE YOUR FAVORITE:
Mark 1:

Mark 2:

Learning new information
can change the way you see the world. This can
come from reading, talking to new people, trying
new activities, or even just looking more closely at
the everyday things you’ve gotten so used to, like
the dirt beneath your feet.
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soil sketch

Perceptual drawing can help you see things
as they are in the world while activating
your relationship with them. You can make new
realizations about things that you interact
with on a daily basis. Drawing from life
usually takes time and focus which encourages
contemplation and can grow a subconscious
relationship with what you draw.

CHOOSE A SECTION OF SOIL IN THE GARDEN. Place
sticks or straight objects to frame a piece of soil the exact
shape and size as the shapes on this page. Now draw the
textures from the framed pieces of soil as you see them in
the corresponding shape on this page.

Prepared by Francisco Ormaza

Scan to learn more about the Land Back Movement:
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Natasha Bowens. 2015. The Color of Food: Stories of Race,
Resilience and Farming. New Society Publishers.

Thank you for engaging with this work!

adrienne maree brown. 2017. Emergent Strategy. AK Press
Robin Wall Kimmerer. 2016. Braiding Sweetgrass. Tantor
Media, Inc.
Leah Penniman, Karen Washington. 2018. Farming While
Black: Soulfire Farm’s practical guide to liberation on the
land. Chelsea Green Publishing.
What does the color of soil tell you about it? USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service Wisconsin. Accessed
10/12/21 https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/
wi/soils/?cid=NRCSEPRD1370419
Benjamin Banneker. PBS Africans in America. Accessed
10/12/21 https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part2/2p84.html

To learn more about ongoing efforts to create
decolonial pedagogies and practices around food, land
and reciprocity in Bloomington, IN, explore these
links!

The People’s Market

The Plant Truck Project

